Tuto 2
Move or create some waypoints in a procedure.
With the same RNAV GNSS 12 at FMEE that we already modified, imagine you want to remove the
4.6° offset in the final segment.

Where we see that we just have to move south the two points EE606 and EE608. (of course here we
refuse to think that the reason of the offset is the terrain on the right of the finale… it’s an example
for the exercice !)

To determine what is the correct axis, we take the two runways extremities and extend them with
the actual lenth of the actual segments.
First. We determine the exact and prcise distance between EE608 and THR 12.
Select EE608 in the bottom list and press the little compass (

)

This will open this new module:

Select the runway 12 in the same bottom list and press on the same compass.

The distance from the FAF to the threshold is exacltly of 8.31Nm (15 390 meters)
Close the track and distance module and select the runway 30 threshold in the bottom list:

Press the little compass above the coordinates. This will open this…

Then select the other runway end (RWY12) and press the same compass.

The second box is fulled and calculation of distance and heading (true) is shown.

The new position of EE608 should be in the same axis 8.31 Nm after RW12.

Press on “Compute” and on the right box you have the coordinates of the new waypoint.

Press on

to see it on the map.

Where we see the distance is OK and now we deleted the offset… (by coming near to the terrain !)

By Copy + Paste we modify the coordinates of EE608 in the coding.

The same thing will have to be done for EE608 and EE606…
Distance is

So from our new EE608, in the same (runway) Axis…

We find the new coordinates of EE606.
Validate and Save then plot this new

With the same distances and no more offset at all !

Original and awfully modified RNAV GNSS 12 at FMEE:

The track and distance module can give some explanations about the official choice of the offset:
Official procedures with non modified EE606/EE608, the MTCA (minimum terrain clearance altitude)
between the two fixes (at 5Nm) is 4300 feet:

Our procedure gives a MTCA of 4900 ‘:

